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Design Speeds:
Comment:
The determination of an appropriate design speed is largely based on the following factors; driver
behaviour, road characteristics which are determined by the topography of the area that the road
is situated, the hierarchical positon of the road and the surrounding land use.
Within the City of Busselton district, a large portion of the roads would fit within the Austroads
description of ‘Intermediate Speed Rural Roads’. This category of road is generally constrained by
curve radii ranging between 75 and 300m in an undulating terrain to hilly, longer straights or larger
curves may also be present.
Austroads:
The relevant design speed from Austroads documentation for ‘Intermediate Speed Rural Roads’ for
this road geometry would be between 85km/h and 90km/h.
City’s Technical Specifications:
The design speeds required within the City’s Technical Specifications for rural roads is 70km/h for
collector roads and 80km/h for distributor roads.
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City’s Design Approach:
The City’s design section has traditionally endeavoured to design rural roads to 80km/h.

Lane Widths
Comments:
Lane widths are determined by the number of vehicles per day (vpd), not by speeds. The nature of
the traffic mix can require a slightly wider lane if a higher proportion of heavy traffic or specialist
vehicles such as wide loads, cranes etc. are present.
Austroads:
The Austroads documentation recommends lane widths between 3.1m and 3.5m for traffic
volumes between 150vpd and <3000vpd. Widening of lanes on curves less than 300m radii is
recommended to minimise the risk of opposing vehicles conflicting.
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City’s Technical Specifications:
The City’s Technical Specifications require a seal width of 6.0m – 7.0m (3.0m-3.5m lanes) for
collector roads and seal width of 7.4m – 9.0m (3.7m-4.5m lanes) for distributor roads.

City’s Design Approach:
The City’s design section generally follows the Austroads documentation in regards to lane widths.
The design traffic volume is determined by assessing the current vpd and adding a growth factor
based on historic growth, surrounding growth factors and adjoining road vpd of a similar nature.

Clear zones
Comments:
Clear zones are intended to allow for an errant vehicle to recover or to come to rest without
contact with non-frangible objects. Non-frangible objects may include trees, fence posts, signs,
culverts, power poles etc. The gradient of the roadside batters and drains may contribute
negatively to the clearzone and increase the width required. Additional clear zone width should be
provided to the outside of a curve. The clear zone is measured from the edge of the travelled path
being either the edge of seal or road centreline where vehicles are not permitted to overtake.
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Austroads:
The Austroads documentation recommends that a clear zone lane on straights between 4.5m* and
6.0m* where the verge gradient is between 1:4 or 1:5. This increases as the traffic volume or
design speed increases.
*Base on design speed of 80km/h.
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City’s Technical Specifications:
The City’s Technical Specifications requires the clearing to be limited to the width required to
accommodate the physical construction including table (swale) drains. The provision of table
(swale) drains is an essential element as a saturated pavement will cause premature failure. Where
the pavement is higher than the adjacent land area/verge the ‘low side’ drain may be omitted.
The widening of an existing road to a single side to protect the verge containing the highest quality
vegetation is a philosophy that is engaged during the preliminary design however this has
subsequent issues in respect to drainage, clearing and adjoining roads.
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City’s Design Approach:
The City’s design section generally follows the City’s Technical Specifications as it is considered to
require the least amount of clearing.
Through liaison with the City’s Construction Team the drain slope up and manoeuvring area may be
reduced significantly.

Sample Cross Section Calculations
Design Road
Final cleared width requirement (measured from centreline):
Cleared area = lane + shoulder + drain slope down + drain slope up + manoeuvring area
Cleared area* = 3.1m + 1.2m + 1.8m + 1.35m1 + 1.0m = 8.45m

(16.90m Total)

Reduced cleared area** = 3.1m + 1.2m +1.8m +0.5m1 + 0.0m = 6.6m

(13.20m Total)

Minimal cleared area*** = 3.1m + 1.2m +1.3m + 0.0m1 + 0.0m = 5.6m

(11.20m Total)

Environmental cleared area**** = 3.1m + 1.0m +0.5m + 0.0m1 + 0.0m = 4.6m (9.60m Total)

Existing Narrow Sealed Road
Existing cleared width (measured from centreline):
Cleared area = lane + shoulder + drain slope down
Cleared area = 1.8m + 1.2m + 1.3m + 0.5m + 0.0m = 4.8m

(9.60m Total)

Notes:
* This cross section provides a clear zone of 5.35m
** This cross section provides a clear zone of 3.5m
*** This cross section provides a clear zone of 2.5m
**** This cross section provides a clear zone of 1.5m
1

Trees within this area are assessed for health and stability and retained where ever possible. The drain
slope down may be steepened in isolation to assist in the retention of vegetation. Retained vegetation is
more susceptible to weather (wind) conditions for the first 2-3 years.
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Generic Costs
*1.0km of roadway containing a 6.2m seal, Technical Specification clear area = $499,897
**1.0km of roadway containing a 6.2m seal, Reduced clear area = $394,269
***1.0km of roadway containing a 6.2m seal, Minimal clear area = $398,199
****1.0km of roadway containing a 6.2m seal, No additional clear area = $419,802

Summary:
Philosophy
The City’s design section acknowledges the ideal of the retention of as much roadside vegetation as
possible to provide significant and crucial habitat for native fauna as well as the importance for
native flora conservation.
The natural environment, including roadside vegetation contributes heavily to the tourism values of
the district which in turn is a significant economic driver for a range of business pursuits
The need to manage this environmental asset whilst delivering a road infrastructure network that
services the needs of the local community as well as the visitors presents significant challenges
which is further complicated with the need to maximise safety at a reduce whole of life cost.
The constraints such as environmental preservation, clearing minimisation, drainage, road safety
etc. the upgrade to the road infrastructure needs to deliver the highest benefit cost ratio. This does
not necessarily relate cost as a monetary value, it also is acknowledged as an environmental value.
Notwithstanding the above, from a preliminary standpoint various methodologies have been
costed to determine the benefit cost ratio that provides for the highest level of safety and lowest
level of environmental impact. The comparison between highest compromised clear zone cross
section and the lowest environmental impact cross section are traditionally at either end of the
range.
None of the different options of upgrade a narrow sealed roadway avoided a degree of clearing
from the sample cross sections. It must be noted that a value of 90% has been utilised to determine
the amount of verge containing vegetation, the actual values will be site specific.
Financial Implications
The summary cost comparison between the Minimal cross section and the Environmental cross
section indicates that the ‘Environmental’ cross section is the most cost effective at $400,000/km
providing a clear zone of 1.5m and an overall cleared width in the vicinity of 9.6m. This cross
section would be difficult to construct due to the proximity of the vegetation and the need to
import sufficient fill material to allow for the deletion of the table drains would require fill material
to be placed against the trunks of mature trees potentially damaging their health.
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Alternatively the ‘Minimal’ cross section is within a similar cost value yet allows for an extra 1.0m
for construction including the importation of fill and provides a slightly increased clear zone of
2.5m.

Example Cross-sections:

Don Road (Narrow Seal)
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Boallia Road (Narrow Seal)
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Evans Road (6.0m Seal)
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